
MT. DIABLO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
PURCHASING DEPARTMENT

2326 Bisso Lane
Concord, CA 94520

Phone (925) 825-7440 ~ Fax (925) 687-5044

Brad Hunter
Director of Purchasing/Warehouse

MEMORANDUM

Date: 3/16/2018

TO: All Potential Bidders

FROM: MDUSD Purchasing Department

RE: BID 1797 & 1798

All,

This is an informational item only.  

Question: At Diablo View ES- please clarify Buildings included in scope. There seemed to be a question as to whether the 
Gym(?) Bldg was included, although it is on the roof plans in the bid package. 

Answer: Yes, the Gym Building is to be included in Base Bid.

Question:  Group 1 specifications contain three different Sheet Metal specs – please clarify which is the correct specification.

Answer: The spec appropriate for the existing condition should be used. Not every school has the same roof makeup and 
therefore several sheet metal specs are required as provided. 

Question: Group 2 has only one Sheet Metal spec. – should this one be used for both Group 1 and 2 scopes? 

Answer: This spec is for group 2.

Question: Owner Furnished materials:

(a) Group 2, Addenda 1 revised the quantity of metal roof panels to be furnished by the owner. What if the actual quantity needed
still exceeds this estimated amount? Will the District then supply the difference as well? 

Answer: The Bidder is required to confirm the amount of material provided. Proper use of materials as specified by the 
manufacturer will ensure supplies are adequate for the job.  Should a discrepancy arise, it should be taken up with the 
manufacturer.

(b) Is the Owner only furnishing the roof panels? Will all other accessories- i.e.: clips, tapes, sealants, closures, etc., that are 
required for a complete system, be the responsibility of the contractor? Underlayment? Flat sheets for trim fabrications? 

Answer: The owner is only furnishing the specific materials listed in Volume 2, 01 64 00, Part 2, section “B”.  The contractor is 
responsible for all other materials required to properly complete the job and meet all codes, regulations, warranties, etc...

Sincerely,

Brad Hunter
Director of Purchasing
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